Chaotic systems have been proved to be useful and effective for cryptography. Through this work, a new Feistel cipher depend upon chaos systems and Feistel network structure with dynamic secret key size according to the message size have been proposed. Compared with the classical traditional ciphers like Feistel-based structure ciphers, Data Encryption Standards (DES), is the common example of Feistel-based ciphers, the process of confusion and diffusion, will contains the dynamical permutation choice boxes, dynamical substitution choice boxes, which will be generated once and hence, considered static, While using chaotic maps, in the suggested system, called Chaotic-based Proposed Feistel Cipher System (CPFCS), we made the confusion and diffusion in dynamical behavior based on Standard and Lorenz maps. The first is used for substitution, and the second one for permutation operations .A proposed cryptographic system uses the same work (the same way) for both enciphering and deciphering. The proposed cipher operates on more than 500 bytes (4000-bit) readable text blocks by six round computing. Within the basic operator of the cipher, i.e., in the function of the round F, a dynamical lookup table 2D standard map system is used to enhance the complexity and diffusion of the unreadable text. Also, a 3D Logistic map used for key sequence generator and chaos based dynamical Initial Permutation (dynamical IP) are used to increase the diffusion and confusion. Three different image sizes and three different text length were implemented in CPFCS. The results of the proposed system and security tests improve the applicability of PFCS in the data protection and security.
is proposed by combining general Feistel network with chaotic maps (7) . J. De D. Nkapkop, Joseph. Y. Effa, Jean S. A. E. Fouda, Mohamadou. A, Laurent. B and Monica. B,2014, in this paper, the proposed work is a one round chaos-based image encryption scheme based on the fast generation of big permute use a logistics maps to change the pixel positions and at diffusion stage, permutated image is divided into n sub of original image and the concatenation of solving of LDE (linear Diophantine equation )and PWLCM (Piecewise Linear Chaotic Map) have been generated (8) . Xiao.J, Zha W., Yang. L, M. Zhang and Lianjie .X, 2015, through this work proposes a block ciphers for WSN , depend upon compound chaotic map. That mean the applicability of chaotic maps work with networks security, the algorithm improves Feistel network and build a cubic chaotic map function and its keys spaces was large, generated by the compound chaotic sequence (9) .
Generally, compared with reference (6) the proposed cryptosystem used standards chaotic maps not suggested chaotic maps, and compared with the reference (8) the proposed cryptosystem used 6 rounds implemented on two study cases; texts and images in addition to structure of the proposed cryptosystem based on Feistel structure.
In the proposed cryptosystems, new dynamic substitution and permutation methods is proposed to solve all problems. The dynamical lookup substitution table is created for dynamical substitution. The dynamical permutation method is proposed to solve the problem of static permutation choices boxes. Dynamic key generation random algorithm will be designed based on randomization of chaotic maps. In addition, the proposed cryptosystem is designed to resist the brute forceattack.
This paper is classified into seven parts. In part 2, a simple presentation to some types of chose maps are used in proposed system in "Chaotic Maps". Explaining of properties of Feistel structure in part 3, in "Feistel Cipher". While part 4, a new Feistel cipher depend upon the Feistel structure and chaotic maps proposed in "Proposed Cryptosystem", and the experimental results has been presented in "Experimental Results for texts". And Section 6, the results of images in "Experimental Results for images" while the last part was talking and discuss the result which it stated in part 6, in Section 7.
Chaotic Maps Standard Map
The standards maps are described in (8) , and can be processed by the following form:
where k is the one of the parameters belong to the standard map chaotic met the k > 0, and the i th situations a i and b i both take real numbers in [0,2*p) for every i. The standards maps was discretized in a straight forward way by substitute x = a*N/2*p, y = b*N/2*p, K = k*N/2*p to Eqe. 1, which map from [0, 2*p) · [0, 2*p) to N · N. and then discretize, the map becomes:
where K is a integer positive number. The characteristics of this discretize maps may not be as perfect as the first one, but it can be applied in the integer direction and range, which minimize the calculation complication and fits more for online data enciphering, the characteristics of this discretize standard maps is analyzed, firstly, then enhancing by introducing many aims, and at last used in information enciphering (8) .
Logistics Maps
Logistics maps are the simple type of uncontinuous chaotic dynamic systems, utilized as chaotic work. The Logistics maps are a polynomial mapping of degree 2 that exhibits chaotic behavior (10) . The logistics maps are simplest chaotic methods and provided by an Equation + 1 = λXn (1 − Xn) .For 0<Xn<1 and λ=4 the equation exhibit the chaotic behavior. Hongjuan. L. et. al suggested the 2D logistics maps processed by the processing form:
The above formulas increase the quadratic coupling of the items 2 2 , and give the high protection and security to the cryptosystems. When 2.75 < µ1 < 3.4, 2.7< µ2 < 3.45, 0.15 < y1 < 0.21, and 0.13 <y2 <0.15, the cryptographic system passes to chaotic state and can produce a chaos sequences in the region (0, 1]. Through this work, we are extension the idea of the 2D Logistics maps to three dimensions (3d) by use the following forms:
Also, the equation (4) utilize the chaotic properties for 3.53< λ< 3.81, and 0< β< 0.022,and 0 < α < 0.015 and can be taken between the range: [0, 1], (10 
Lorenz Map
In 1963 Where a, b, c, d, e, k and h is a control parameters, and x ,y ,z and w consider the seed which have been fed to the Eq.6 to generate new values can be used as seed for second iteration of chaotic sequences
Feistel Cipher
Feistel Cipher is a pattern designed for block ciphers designing, that means the feistel cipher is not a specific scheme of block cipher. It is a design fashion which many different block ciphers depending on this pattern can be derived. DES is one of the known examples of a feistel cipher. A cryptosystem system depends upon feistel cipher network uses the same process and operations for both enciphering and deciphering (13) .
Encryption Stage
The enciphering stage, which can be use the feistel model design consists of more than one rounds of process for the readable text, the single round consisting of a substitution stage and then by a permutat step. Feistel network is presented in Figure 1 . In the input block to single round is split into two parts (also known as halves), that can be referred to as L i and R i for the left and right halves. For single round, the right part of the input block, R i , passes by unexchanged. While the left part, L, passes by an processing that based upon R i and the enciphering keys. First, an enciphering function f i that takes two inputs -the key Ki and Ri. The round Function fi generate the output f(R i ), Ki. Then the output of the set of mathematical operations function is Xored with Li. In right applying of the feistel cipher, like DES, instead of using the entire enciphering keys at single round, a round-dependent key asubkey is taken from the enciphering keys. This indicates that in the single round uses a different keys, although all these subkeys are derived from basic key. The permutate stage at the end of single round exchanges the altered Li and unaltered Ri. So, the Li for the next round would be Ri of the current round. And Ri for the next round be the output Li of the current round. Above 'substitution' and 'permutation stages form a single round, the number of rounds is determined by the algorithm pattern. For one time the final round is completed and the two sub blocks, 'Ri and Li are combination in this order to form the unreadable text block. The complex half of designing a feistel cipher is designing of round function 'fi'. In order to be un breakable system, this function needs to have several important (13) . The process of deciphering stage in feistel cipher is the same work (13) . 
Design of Chaotic-based Proposed Feistel Cipher System (CPFCS).
In the propose cryptosystem algorithm secretive key with length of (4000 bit), (500 byte) according to the plaintext block size and based upon the construction of secretive key has been designed. 3 D logistic map is used for key generation, while 4 D Lorenz for permutation, 2D standard map for substitution operation, Gauss iterated map for enciphering/ deciphering operations and the controls parameter values for all chaos methods are kept without any change in the chaotic domain throughout the algorithm. During enciphering/ deciphering stages, the dynamic of the 3D logistic map will be mixed with the dynamic of the 4D Lorenz map. The domain produced by the logistics maps, based upon the secretive keys used in the propose algorithm, is passed to the 4D Lorenz maps and 2D standard maps. The 4D Lorenz map is used for dynamic permutation. In the Substitution process, 2D standard map is used in the round function fi, to generate the right part of the ciphertext. Based upon the secretive keys are used in the algorithm. In addition to the number of rounds in the proposed system equal to six. Figure 2 presents the single round of the Proposed Feistel Cipher System (PFCS).
Figure 2. One Round of CPFCS Elements and Parameters of CPFCS Design:
Block size. Each plaintext/ciphertext block equal to 500 byte (4000 bits).
Key size.
A secret key has been used of 500 byte (4000 bits) size, with the same size of plaintext. This key generated by 3 D Logistic map as following steps: Step1) the initial x 0 , y 0 and z 0 for Eq.5, are determined. Step2) the parameters of 3d logistic map a, b and u, are determined. (9:12) ,Z 1 (13:16) ); Step7) Concatenation the binary sequence between AL and AH to generate the first byte of the key, the same work to the BL, BH and CL, CH to generate the second and third bytes of the key.
Step8) The outputs of single iteration of the applying 3 dimensions Logistic map will be three bytes, these bytes will represent part of the key , that's mean the loop will be continuous until all the required key block (500 bytes) are generated. Table: lookup substitution table is a 16 × 16 hex table of that is generated using 2D standard map (Eq.2) in the following steps: a. Initial condition r1 ,r2 and k and parameter h are determined in the Eq.2 b. Apply the 2D standard map to generate new i and, new j as the result of single iteration. c. These two output numbers are converted from decimal to hexadecimal. d. Return to 1 until all the hex numbers of lookup substitution table are generated. Table 1 shows an example of lookup substitution table that is generated using the initial conditions: F  0  E0  F7  6  1A  23  3E  47  5C  6E  79  83  9B  A2  B2  CE  D8  1  F6  5  19  22  3D  46  5B  6D  78  82  9A  A1  B1  CD  D7  EF  2  4  18  21  3C  45  5A  6C  77  81  99  A0  B0  CC  D6  EE  F5  3  17  20  3B  44  59  6B  76  80  98  AF  BF  CB  D5  ED  F4  3  4  2F  3A  43  58  6A  75  8F  97  AE  BE  CA  D4  EC  F3  2  16  5  39  42  57  69  74  8E  96  AD  BD  C9  D3  EB  F2  1  15  2E  6  41  56  68  73  8D  95  AC  BC  C8  D2  EA  F1  0  14  2D  38  7  55  67  72  8C  94  AB  BB  C7  D1  E9  F0  F  13  2C  37  40  8  66  71  8B  93  AA  BA  C6  D0  E8  FF  E  12  2B  36  4F  54  9  70  8A  92  A9  B9  C5  DF  E7  FE  D  11  2A  35  4E  53  65  A  89  91  A8  B8  C4  DE  E6  FD  C  10  29  34  4D  52  64  7F  B  90  A7  B7  C3  DD  E5  FC  B  1F  28  33  4C  51  63  7E  88   C  A6  B6  C2  DC  E4  FB  A  1E  27  32  4B  50  62  7D  87  9F  D  B5  C1  DB  E3  FA  9  1D  26  31  4A  5F  61  7C  86  9E  A5  E  C0  DA  E2  F9  8  1C  25  30  49  5E  60  7B  85  9D  A4  B4  F  D9  E1  F8  7  1B  24  3F  48  5D  6F  7A  84  9C  A3  B3  CF Each byte of permutated array is substituted with a byte in lookup substitution table in the following way: the byte of permutated array is represented as binary sequence. This binary sequence is split into two parts, first four bits will represent the row in substitution array and the second four bits will represent the column in substitution array. This operation is repeated until all bytes of permutated array substituted in substituted array. For example, if the first byte in permutated array is 201 and it is represented as 11001001 in binary sequence. This sequence is split into row=1100 (C in hexadecimal) and column=1001(9 in hexadecimal). The intersection between row C and column 9 in the lookup substitution table shown in Table1 is 32H (50 D). So the byte 201 will be substituted by 32H (50 D). 4-Second Xor operation step: Xor operation between Left half (LKi) of key and the result is xored with the substituted array resulted from step3.
CPFCS Algorithm Steps:-
The proposed cryptographic system uses the same algorithm for both encryption and decryption. The only difference is the order of the sub keys. The encryption algorithm steps are as following:-1-Select the plaintext file (convert it to the ASCII array) or bit map image (convert it to three arrays based on color component: red array, green array and blue array). 2-Each array is divided into blocks of 500 byte and each block will process in the following way :- Lorenz Permutation Step: in this step, the plaintext block is permutated by using Lorenz Permutation operation that is based on 4D Lorenz chaotic map and result the permutated array.
 Split the permutated array into two halves (LP i and RP i ). Each half consists of 250 byte (2000 bit).
 The round function fi will be applied on the right halve fi(RPi). The round function, as discussed in previous section, consists from four main operations: Permutation Step, First Xor operation step, Lookup Substitution Table and Second Xor operation step. 
Experimental results For Texts Statistical analysis
An ideal cipher must be able to protect its secret data against all types of strong attacks such as crystallize, statistical and Brute_Force Attacks. In the following tests, the results of the statistical tests after implemented upon the PFCS have been presented to measure its security characteristics confirm that the propose by using chaotic maps cipher is secure against the many known attack.
Correlation analysis
Correlation test is useful to know how to specify the strength of the linear relationship between two sequences. i.e, how strongly are these two sequences correlated or not? The correlation coefficient (CR) between the readable text sequence p 1 , p 2 , p 3 …p N and its corresponding un sequence c 1 , c 2 , c 3 …c N is computed as the following form:
where N is length of letters in readable text/ unreadable text. We have computed the correlation coefficient between the readable text and its corresponding unreadable text for numerous sets with a different of keys. The correlation coefficients between different readable text sizes 1325,4628 and 11133 symbols (bytes) and its corresponding ciphertext for four different secretive key and different number of rounds is shown in the Table 2 . The best value of the CR falls between μ -2σ and μ + 2σ, i.e., (-0.024, 0.024) [the range of perfect correlation coefficient values (Knuth, 1997) for good cryptosystem method when the result of correlation test as presented in the Table 1,2 
Histogram test results
For a perfect cryptographic application, no model must be show in the unreadable text as well as the unreadable text letters must be distributed in equal way in the total interval of the ASCII codes. the cipher cryptanalyze use the histograms gauges to look distribution of letters or symbols of ciphertext and plain-text . Different sizes of plaintext sequences have been used having 1325,4628 and 11133 bytes . In Fig 3(a ,b) we have presented the ASCII codes frequencies of 11133 symbols. Fig.  3(b) shows the ASCII codes distribution of the cipher-text. 
Information Entropy Analysis:
Il-legibility and in-determinateness are the basic aims of data enciphering. This in-determinateness can be presented through one of the most commonly used theoretical measure -information entropy. Information entropy states the degree of uncertainties in the cryptosystem and process as following form.
Where P mi is the emergence probability of mi. If all single letter have an equal probability, i.e m={m 0 ,m 1 ,m 2 ,…m 28-1 } and P(mi)=1/28(i=0,1,…255), and the entropy is H(m)=8 which is equal to an ideal state. Furthermore, contrast to those algorithms in (14) the proposed algorithm is much closer to the ideal situation and more robust against entropy attack. Practically, the information entropy of enciphered images are less compared to the ideal state. To build a perfect encryption system, the entropy of enciphered data (text or image) near to the optimal state is possible. As shown in Table 2 below: 
Key space
The total keys are being used in the cryptographic application, which it's constructed of many parts: 8 for permutation of the entire system, 3 for key generator, 3 for substitution process. These 14 parts are different from each other. Therefore, for m iterations, the size of the space of the total enciphering operations in the PFCS, N=662, If N ≥ 128, and the whole lengths satisfies H(N) > 2^128. That's mean there is no contradiction among these different keys, which keeps the cryptographic application in high security and protected from all known attacks.
Experimental Results for Images
In the proposed system, many types of images has vebeen experimented; binary, gray scale and color images for example the first image was lena image, has size 512*512 pixels as shown in Fig  4(a) stated the original image, Figure 4 (b) stated the encrypted image using the proposed system for six rounds, while in Fig. 4(c) shows the decrypted image by using the proposed system. This fig shows the histograms of the some enciphered images as well as its plain images that have widely different content. One of commonly example among them is presented in Figure 5(a,b) . The histogram of a plain-image consists of big spikes as presented in Fig. 5(a) . The histogram of the ciphered-image is presented in Fig. 5(b) , it is equally observed differ from that of the plainimage, and bears no statistical resemblance to the plain-image, Hence does not provide any clue to utilize any statistical attack on the PFCS image and text enciphering code. 
Conclusions:
In this section, the conclusion of the proposed cryptosystem for two study cases; texts and images will be discussed as follows: 1. The Feistel Cipher design is not an easy task. First of all we must take into account that the decryption algorithm for Feistel Cipher is the same of encryption algorithm. So we must choose efficient chaotic maps that can be used for encryption and decryption and at the same time appropriate to confusion and diffusion principles. Second numerous issues must be viewed as precisely to stay away from potential security defects and to get desired performance. For instance, the key space sufficiently vast to brut fort attack, impact of a solitary of a single plaintext bits over as much of the cipher text as possible so as to hide the statistical structure of the plaintext in order to avoid the known-plaintext attack and the chosenplaintext attack and so on. 2. The results of several experimental show that the mixing of several chaotic maps (4D Lorenz map, 1D Gauess Iterated map, 2D Standard map, and 3D Logistic map) for designing the proposed cryptosystem is very good choice because theses chaotic maps will increase the confusion and diffusion in the algorithm. 3. Ability of generation a Peseudo-random or random numbers based on chaotic map systems considered as a powerful tool in generating pseudo random sequences with high sensitivity and overcame all problems and difficulties which face designers of cipher systems. The proposed Peseudorandom numbers can be utilized in cryptographic applications. 4. The using of lookup table for substitution in the proposed cryptosystem is very efficient because the same byte is substituted to different byte in each round compared to fixed S-box where the same byte is substituted to same byte in each round. This is because in the proposed cipher, new S-box is created after each round; one S-box for each round. 5. In this paper, a new Feistel cipher algorithm is presented based on chaotic maps for enciphering and deciphering of texts and image. All the samples and experimental analysis show that the PFCS has very big key space, High sense to secretive key, as shown in Table 3 , and Fig. 8 (a,b,c) . Has information entropy near to optimal value( 8) , as shown in Tables 2 and 4 . And has low correlation coefficients close to the ideal value 0. As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , and Figs. 6(a,b), and 7 (a,b) . Has uniform histogram as shown in Figures 3(a,b) , and 5(a,b) . We also conclude that's the number of rounds factor has a great significant to enhance the security of the proposed system, whereas all Tables about security tests proved that's the two case studies texts and images, when we increase the number of rounds, the proposed system will be more secure, more diffusion, more confusion as shown in Tables 2, 3 , 4 and 5. Hence, and after all the results we can say that all the tests proved the security, robustness and effectiveness of the PFCS.
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